
Learning reflection 1

In this course of learning English. I felt a novelty because the learning method

is not stressful or pressure like when studying in high school. It's a very interesting

thing. This course will focus on communication training. Using English for speaking

and writing to communicate, not focusing on grammar. Another exciting thing is

acquiring English knowledge from doing a hobby that scholars liked, which I didn't do

much before. The teacher came up with this learning style for us. We can do our

favorite hobby while practicing English. That makes learning fun, and the students

will not be too serious. Those things can help me to practice English well. At first, the

teacher will let me choose my favorite hobby, that is crossword puzzles. I've never

seriously done it. But the teacher can make me do what I like and be more useful to

myself. I can practice from finding information that leads to listening, speaking,

reading and writing. And allowing us to use the platform like Reddit, which is the

gathering place of people all over the world. I can learn the language that people use

in quotidian life.

What I've learned since I started this course is that the teacher gave me the

courage to speak English. Don't be afraid to use the wrong grammar. Answering

questions in class, both my accent and my vocabulary are quite wrong. But the

teacher did not tell me off at all. Usually, I'm not a person who dares to speak. But

this English language course makes me braver. Each time I don't know the words, I

also learn to use aids to learn such as using google translate, Online-Utility.org, that I

still use when I'm writing this text. But I must check the vocabulary every time. In the

class, there will be a question-and-answer session, grouping, that makes me talk to

my friends and practice using language for communication. Sometimes use the

wheel to randomly ask or present the work. This makes learning more exciting. In

this study course, I got more than practicing English. I got techniques. Either how to

find information, know what google search can do, or use other search engines

besides Google. How to use an English literacy aid such as Wordandphrase.info It

will be a great help in my future learning. Each task given by the teacher. I can say



that it really helped me develop myself in English. Those things gave me the courage

to speak and dare to  do more.

Since the first time I studied with the professor, I like it very much. But I didn't

turn on the camera or answer frequently. Because I still don't have the courage to

speak or answer, my English speaking is very bad. But I like to study with you,

teacher. I will keep practicing until I can speak or communicate in English confidently,

to meet the objectives of this learning course. I think  I'm very lucky to have you as a

teacher.
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